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Scope of the study

The Opinogóra Górna commune is located in the north-eastern part of the Ciechanów poviat in the Mazowieckie voivodship. The park 
currently covers an area of about 22 ha.

Time range:

Historical documentation along with archival materials, on the basis of which the development of the compositional changes of the palace and 
park complex has been carried out with the division into the phase of changes in the composition arrangement of the assumption is dated 
from the beginning of the 19th century to 2015, based on available archival materials.

Historical research has allowed the identification of six stages of park recomposition and significant changes of owners. As a zero stage, the 
period from before 1790 was adopted, from which only modest written messages were preserved, and none of the available sources and the 
sparsely preserved spatial elements allowed to determine the then garden composition.

The stages of transformation of the palace and park establishment in Opinogóra were divided into development phases:

PHASE 0: Hereditary starosty of the Krasiński family - before 1790;

PHASE 1: Staroste of Gen. Wincenty Krasiński (1790-1819);

PHASE 2: Romantic assumption from the 19th century (1819-1892);

PHASE 3: Design by Walerian Kronenberg - calligraphic garden (1892-1909);

PHASE 4: War turmoil and land reform (1909-1959);

PHASE 5: Museum of Romanticism - a romantic vision of the rejuvenation of L. Majdecki (1959-2004);

PHASE 6: Modernization of the park - a new revalorisation project (2004-2015).



The identity of the cultural landscape - details in the park

Opinogora Park, Poland, photos © K.Palubska
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Functional and spatial analysis of the park and the environment
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Formal and legal analysis
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Comparative analysis of park development phases

PHASE 2: Romanticism from the 19th century (1819 - 1892)

PHASE 3: Design by Walerian Kronenberg - calligraphic garden (1892-1909)

PHASE 4: War turmoil and agrarian reform (1909-1959)

PHASE 5: Museum of Romanticism - a romantic vision of the rejuvenation of L. Majdecki (1959-2004)

PHASE 6: Modernization of the park - a new revalorisation project (2004-2015).

The comparative analysis of the three main elements building the compositions and spatial layout of the park: water system, 
greenery and transport system shows that:

the period of Walerian Kronenberg's activity at the end of the 19th century was the last phase of historical park 
development - after this period there was a process of degradation, which in recent years has been reversed due to 
revitalization processes;

the spatial layout of the park was gradually narrowed over the next historical periods, with the post-war years being 
considered the period of the greatest destruction of the spatial layout and development - it should be stressed, however, 
that in comparison with other assumptions of this type, the Opinogóra park has largely retained its historic boundaries. the 
late nineteenth century;



Comparative analysis of park development phases

the water system was not subject to strong transformations of the subsequent stages of park development - the boundary 
line and the number of ponds have remained almost unchanged. In the 1970s, the boundaries of the ponds were probably 
adjusted, damaged stone and wooden culverts for reinforced concrete were replaced, and an artificial island was discharged 
during cleaning. A negative phenomenon is still the separation of pond No. 5 from the rest of the foundation in the 1960s 
and the artificial separation of embankment joints No. 3 and 4, which once were naturally connected;

in the case of the communication system, attempts were made to duplicate the nature of irregular walking paths of a long-
term character in the revalorisation project of the 1960s, which was to be maintained in the "Romantic stylistics" referring 
to the period from the mid-nineteenth century. Whereas the last revalorization activities from the beginning of XXI century 
show an attempt to refer to the style of romantic and calligraphic, with a lot of inspiration from calligraphic stylistics 
according to the design of Walerian Kronenberg. This indicates the current nature of alleys referring to the calligraphic 
garden style;

in the outbreak of the greenery, the strongest transformations were recorded over the subsequent stages of development, 
leading to the total obliteration of 19th-century arrangements. It was influenced by many years of neglect of the vegetation 
and lack of conscious forest management, which, based on the preservation of existing historic trees and numerous self-
cultures, did not take into account the need to focus revalorization and care works towards the characterization of ancient 
characteristic systems and species groups of greenery.
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Dendrochronological analysis



age distribution of trees
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Podział wiekowy drzewostanu

FAZA 1: Starostwo Gen. Wincentego Krasińskiego (1790 –
1819)   

FAZA 2: Założenie romantyczne z XIX wieku (1819  1892)

FAZA 3:Projekt Waleriana Kronenberga – ogród kaligraficzny 
(1892-1909)

FAZA 4: Zawirowania wojenne i reforma rolna (1909-1959)

FAZA 5 - Muzeum Romantyzmu – romantyczna wizja 
rewaloryzacji L. Majdeckiego (1959-2004)

FAZA 6 - Modernizacja parku – nowy projekt rewaloryzacji 
(2004-2015)  
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Conservation guidelines



Valorisation of the state of preservation of the historical system

To assess the state of preservation of individual interiors throughout the area of the establishment in Opinogóra, the 
following categories were distinguished, corresponding to the scale of preserving the historical value of interiors from the 
best (category I) to the worst (category IV):

I. Group of historical interiors - a part with a historical layered, legible composition, good and fairly good condition.

Interiors No. 1 and 2

II. Group of historical interiors - a part with a historical layered, legible or poorly legible composition, the state of 
preservation is different.

Interiors: 3a, 3c

III. A group of historical interiors - a part with a historical layered, poorly legible and illegible composition, the state of 
preservation has been transformed.

Interiors: 4, 5, 7, 8.

IV. A group of mixed interiors - a part about contemporary composition, covering parts of historic plots whose boundaries 
are illegible, no traces of past development have been preserved.

Interiors: 6 and 9

Valorisation method developed on the basis of the method developed for the documentation of Skaryszewski Park by Iwona 
Wildner-Nurek and Barbara Furmanik (Dymek, 2010)



General guidelines for the conceptual design

The preserved terrain, the water system, the integrity of the park's boundaries and connections with the surroundings still indicate 
the readability of the composition in line with the idea of landscape parks from the 19th century. It is necessary to slow and
deliberate actions aimed at reconstructing view links, park interiors and sequences of impressions resulting from mating the frames 
by replacing the aging copies of succession trees with new planned plantings.

The most important historic values:

• integrity and readability of most historical boundaries,

• clear spatial layout and landscape composition with the surroundings,

• residence of the eminent Polish writer: Zygmunt Krasiński,

• the work resulting from the project of the outstanding architect and planner of Polish gardens of the late nineteenth century -
Walerian Kronenberg, and the result of revalorisation activities of the outstanding landscape architect - Longin Majdecki.

Renovation works in the area of the study should aim at a slow and planned transformation of the park in a calligraphic direction 
based on the historical plan of Walerian Kronenberg. The overall revalorisation of the assumption should strive to recreate the 
compositional consistency of the representative part of the park hills and the beast, after a previous detailed comparative 
dendrochronological analysis of the available inventory documentation from the 20th century with the current inventory.



Requests regarding the function and use

It is advisable to preserve the museum function accompanying the park assumption. From 1959, the Romantic
Museum guarantees the maintenance of non-aggressive service functions related to the service of visitors and
tourists. In the north-eastern part of the foundation, on a former farm, garden utility and fifth joint it is possible to
introduce new functions of tourist services - parking, hotel, restaurant, etc., While recomposing existing
development, which leads to the devastation of space and reduces the aesthetic value of this part of the park. This
procedure will require the regulation of ownership and the inclusion of plots currently under the care of the
municipality, school and private persons.

Postulates regarding the regulation of the ownership situation

It is recommended to strive for land consolidation within the historical foundation, which as a result of subsequent
parceling led to diversification of ownership and possession of the nature in the north-east team. The area covered
by the Kronenberg project should be considered as a reference point for the land consolidation process. However,
given the wide range of spatial above postulate, as well as the scope of the project, in the first place should aim to
include in the Park boundaries of plots located in the north-west corner of the park, and therefore associated with
a pond No. 5 and the area of the former farm. Some of the plots located in this area, despite the fact that the Park
is located outside the castle, is now owned by the Museum (plot 38/1, 40, 41/5). Others require regulating the
ownership and possession of the nature of plots numbered 41/3 (private property), 41/4 (owned by the
community in the management of school), 45/1 (owned by province. Mazowieckie leased museum) and a fragment
of cadastral plot 39 (property of the Treasury States) and merging them with the remaining grounds of the
museum.



Postulates regarding securing the park

The scope of the planned investment being the subject of the Project going beyond the current Park fence. Archival
documents (including the Kronenberg project) indicate the necessity of fencing the areas connected as part of the Project.
On the one hand, it will ensure proper protection of the park against devastation, and on the other hand it will be one of
the stages of restoring historical boundaries from the palace and park foundation. It is postulated to extend the park's
fence in the section of the north-eastern border of the park, which currently does not have such safeguards and slowly
devastates and introduces monitoring at the park fencing - especially on the area of the ponds 3 and 4. Park assumption
due to its historic character, functions and planned investments should be closed at night (applies to all entrance gates and
gates).

Postulates regarding conservation protection

The analysis of the boundaries of the entry in the register of monuments and conservation protection zones in the Local
Rural Development Center indicates the necessity of:

extension of the border of the entry to the register of monuments to the area of pond No. 5 with preserved farm
buildings in the north-eastern part of the assumption (from available materials it appears that the boundaries of entry of
the Park in the register of monuments by a judgment of January 21, 1956 appeared for the first time in graphic form on
the drawing of the local spatial development plan currently in force on December 11, 2007)

extending the conservation zone of the exhibition to include external visual links with the surroundings (the existing
boundaries of the exhibition zone are protected only by a dynamic view from the road from Ciechanów to the towers of
the Vieste castle)

partial protection using the preservation zone in the Land Use Areas of the preserved tree shelter for access to the park. In
the plan of W. Kroneberg (1892), the stone wall was also surrounded by pond No. 5 and the orchard at pond No. 5 -
including it in the integral part of the park. The wall also gave off a closed courtyard connecting individual farm buildings in
the north-eastern part of the foundation.



Postulates regarding the directions of conservation activities

The identification of areas with different protection principles and permissible interference can be presented in the model record in the form 
of contract interiors designated in point 2.8, taking into account protective measures to varying degrees that allow for interference.

The following treatments and conservation activities have been specified for contract interiors:

KONS - maintenance - technical measures ensuring the survival of historical interior matter, excluding changes in the shape and composition of 
the area, assuming the layout of the system, eg by removing contemporary buildings and objects that disfigure, for example, infrastructure 
facilities, modern fences. Interiors: 1, 2, 3a, 3c

REV - revalorisation - works aimed at restoring the interior of its real values. Interiors: 1, 2, 3a, 3c, 5

ADAP - adaptation - adaptation of the interior or objects located there to new functions. Interiors: 6, 7, 8, 9.

REST - restoration - the hallmarking of the architectural form of a building or spatial arrangement of interiors to increase the didactic or 
aesthetic impact of the monument through supplements introduced in places of cavities, incorporated harmoniously to the whole and 
distinctly distinct from authentic parties. It may also be the unveiling of the object / area or its part from the later phases, provided that the 
removed items have a definitely lower value than the mined ones. Interiors: 3a, 3b, 3c, 4.

INT - integration, merging and displaying the object or interior, starting from actions revealing to treatments that restore the unity of the 
devastated area, by complementing the evident deficiencies, i.e.: replenishing missing repetitive elements or incomplete elements, e.g. road 
layout, merging the composition, ordering the removal permanent objects transforming the composition system. Interiors: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

RECOM - recomposition - restoring or marking the missing, and not fully known elements of the object / area, may consist in creating forms of 
new, continuing tradition forms of a given team. Interiors: 4, 7, 8.

REKN - reconstruction of both whole elements, if there are source premises or preserved relics, i.e. reconstruction of elements whose form is 
easy to restore by analogy, eg metal restrictions around lawns reconstruction of a set or elements based on similar known forms, eg bridges. 
Interiors: 3b.

KR - creation - activities within the area of modern development, consists in creating new forms of compositions harmonized with the historic 
park surroundings. Interiors: 6, 9.
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Detailed guidelines for the Project

Guidelines on the historical composition of the park

 A reference to further restoration works aiming at the presentation of the park's composition to the design of Walerian Kronenberg from
1892, including the calligraphic layout of the roads, the naturalistic character of water reservoirs, characteristic for the style distribution of
groups of trees and shrubs at the intersections and forks of roads and massifs on the outskirts of the park with designated openings on
surrounding the open landscape with characteristic clumps of field.

 The compositional and spatial integration of the entire complex should be sought within the historical boundaries, including the north-
eastern part of the park (pond No. 5 with a part of the former farm and old school) and highlighted by planting the dynamic dynamic link
between the scenic part of the farm, gazebo and pond No. 3 , 4 and 5.

 Recreation of internal openings and connections of static (from viewpoints) and dynamic (from park avenues) characteristic for landscape
gardens of the 19th century, including distant openings to ponds no. 3 and 4 from the palace and castle building through the main a park
clearing.

 Underlining the viewing axis running through the no 1 and 2 joints and bridges, and joints No. 3, 4 and 5.

 Recreation of park interiors characteristic of the calligraphic style and characteristic features of the work of Walerian Kronenberg, incl.
through the liquidation of the orchard, which was established a few years ago on the main park clearing.

 Reconstruction by appropriate selection of species of trees and shrubs of contrasts of form, color and light characteristic of calligraphic
gardens.

 Emphasizing external view links to the surrounding open landscape with preserved mid-field clumps (very valuable elements not covered
by conservation protection creating the context and background of all landscape assumptions, and currently unique in the developing areas
subject to urbanization pressure - see the master plan provisions allocating these areas for development).



Detailed guidelines for the Project

Guidelines for the water system

 Connection of ponds no. 3 and 4 into one naturalistic tank in accordance with the preserved historical plans from the nineteenth century (plan of the
Opinogóra farm from 1868 and plan of W. Kronenberg from 1892/1895) - liquidation of the existing dyke.

 Formation of the line of water reservoirs of the ponds no. 3-4 and 5 in the naturalist style, characteristic for calligraphic parks with the introduction of water
and fertile vegetation typical of the era, while allowing access to water through the free descent of the grass surface in the viewing area.

 It is recommended to protect the banks of the ponds from landslowing, washing and destruction, using permanent solutions and ensuring the occurrence of
low-margin vegetation characteristic of landscape parks.

 It is recommended to natural and gentle shaping of the high banks of ponds No. 4 and No. 5, and their stabilization over the line of occurrence of coastal
vegetation by introducing plantings of shrubs with an extensive root system.

 It is allowed to leave or possibly supplement boulders of various sizes in the estuary of a narrow stream connecting pond No. 5 with pond No. 4 to cover the
concrete reinforcement of the culvert from the west, where stones and boulders should come from local sources (fieldstone), be stacked irregularly
(naturalistically).

 It is recommended to clean the bottom of the ponds from organic stenches leading to eutrophication and overgrowing of water reservoirs (undesirable manna
mielec, proper rush), and the introduction of escarpment safeguards with planted vegetation (shore rush).

 It is allowed to introduce a naturalistic "artificial island" on the area of the largest pond No. 3 as part of conservation creations already in the 2006
revalorization project, but assuming that the island will have the vegetation characteristic of the flower bed (soft conical form with a possible small clearing in
the middle) with the selection of vegetation used in the nineteenth-century landscape parks and not obscure the historical openings, axes and view links
preserved for historical purposes.

 It is postulated to introduce, on the occasion of irrigation works around ponds, a greater "waviness" of the land characteristic of landscape assumptions with
characteristic "concave park polders" and elevations concealing the communication system.

 It is necessary to modify the shape of ditches draining excess rainwater located in the central part of the park, on the west side of the central park alley and
giving them the character of a more "natural" dry stream with an irregular river bed, which will increase the retention of rainwater in the Park.



Detailed guidelines for the Project

Guidelines for vegetation

 Special care should be maintained and subjected to optimal conditions for further vegetation, the oldest ones bearing the features of planned or successive
plantations in places similar to naturalistic plantings on W. Kronenberg's plan or characteristic of W. Kronenberg style (see park development stages, analysis
dendrochronological and behavioral analysis).

 It is postulated to plant trees and shrubs in the places of losses of historical composition based on the Kronenberg plan, and a detailed inventory analysis
carried out after the war and later, from which it appears that they contained preserved historical plantings from the turn of the 19th and 20th century - this
analysis was not carried out the needs of the current order;

 Planned greenery compositions should in no way interfere with the historical arrangement of composition and view connections (existing and historical);

 One should aim at slowly exchanging plant material in line with the species selection and location characteristic for calligraphic parks according to
Kronnenberg's designs, placing masking greenery at the intersections and branches of park roads and creating massifs and backstage frames that open and
view connections. It is possible to introduce lilacs at intersections of roads as an element characteristic for Krasinski gardens. Species characteristic for oak-
hornbeam habitats (park part) and alluvial habitats (part in the immediate vicinity of ponds) should be used - it is recommended to avoid short-cut species and
easily break down (poplars, ash-like clones, robinia) near pedestrian routes - bearing in mind the safety of park users. An exception to this rule are weeping
willows, whose presence in the Park since the time of the romantic garden is confirmed by the source materials. It is recommended that they appear above the
water, but in places far from walking paths.

 When selecting species of trees and shrubs, one should adhere to historical species and varieties of trees and shrubs native or introduced characteristic of the
19th century - it is unacceptable to use plants in varieties and species that do not exist in a given historical period.

 It is necessary to contemporary framing the external views of the park and the use of masking plantings in order to obscure the unsightly contemporary
buildings adjacent directly to the park from the north and east (plot no. 41/3).

 Due to the educational and popularizing nature of the Museum in Opinogóra, it is allowed to introduce markings at the oldest copies of trees informing about
the selection of species in the 19th century.

 It is possible to recreate the usable part of the garden in places designated for such functions in the design of W. Kronenberg (interior 4 and 7) - it is
recommended to introduce an educational garden for children and adolescents between the pond No. 3 and the border wall from the north, in the form of a
garden vegetable and herbal with the orchard and vineyard zone (described in the source materials) - based on traditional plant species popular in manors and
in 19th-century palaces.
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